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To Whom it May Concern,

My name is Naomi Gonelli and I am making an independent plea for the call to extend the
Emergency Powers to be rejected, and put to bed.

When you look at the data that is available for covid-19, when you respect the fact that
humans have bodily autonomy and freedoms that come with legal rights, then it must be
considered that extending a state of emergency in this instance is a massive over-reach by
the government. It demonstrates a great lack of trust in the people who you serve who only
deserve your full respect, consideration and trust, simply because we are sovereign beings
living in a democratic country... yes...?... Instead, the response by the people in positions of
leadership and authority have caused an incredible amount of unnecessary stress and
anxiety due to creating divide amongst the people though false and mis-leading
information resulting in coercion and illegal mandates, causing businesses and
employment to be jeopardized, amongst many more negative experiences people have
endured.

People are hurting - they have been for two years... and it is not due to a virus - humans
have dealt with them for centuries... People are hurting because politicians and bureaucrats
have responded to this virus with an approach that can only be described as confusing and
highly concerning.

There has been little to no regard or respect given to the human body and it's capabilities
when the body's immunity is under threat... as history has shown, some live, some die,
some are not affected... To force vaccine mandates on people, even after data has well-
demonstrated the relatively low death rate, when every bit of sound information points to
coercion and illegal approaches, means that you have shown little to no regard for people
in general, and for their ability to think freely, to be responsible for themselves, having
sovereignty over their own body.

Please, when you think about "living with covid" think simply about living, and how we
are all humans who deserve to live our best lives... look at the big picture, knowing full-
well that these mandates are illegal but also not at all sustainable... look at the critically-
driven information available to all that very clearly and simply states that the vaccines
were rushed, they are not properly tested, they do not prevent the spread nor stop the
recipient from contracting the virus, and adverse reactions to the trial drug have been
immense, and shamefully ignored!...

So why all this fuss...?... why all this political hype and drama and fear-induced
narrative...?...

Pave the way to ending it all by not granting this State of Emergency extension.

Sincerely,
Naomi Gonelli
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